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While the best time to buy bank stocks has traditionally been autumn,
the end of June makes a compelling case

Timing the sweet spot
for Canadian banks
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thing that continues to draw
worry for the Bank of Canada is
the rising consumer debt level of
Canadian households. While the
current ability to service this
debt is not an issue, any shocks
to the system might quickly
change that. The banks have significant direct exposure to these
high debt levels.
On the positive side of the
ledger for Canadian banks are a
few factors. First, several banks
now generate significant revenue
outside of Canada. The geographic diversification of their business
goes a long way reducing Canadaspecific risk.
Next, the energy exposure that
many Canadian banks have is
likely less impactful to earnings
than in the past. Further, residential real estate mortgages by the
big banks are not funded or exposed to the same criteria as alternative lenders.
Warren Buffett’s Berkshire
Hathaway has agreed to buy a 38
per cent share for $400 million
and provide a $2 billion credit
line to backstop Home Capital.
Buffett’s company has bailed out
some of the biggest companies
in the past.
Any impact Home Capital
Group’s problems have had on
bank shares may just be an opportunity. Finally, we may, according to recent Bank of Canada commentary, be entering a

period of less accommodative
interest rates, which is traditionally positive for banks.
Higher rates tend to generate
greater profitability on their
loans and mortgages.
The banks look interesting
right now, although ideally I’d like
to see a breakout of $27 per share
for this ETF. That would prove a
break from the declining trend
and take out the last significant
high on the daily chart. Alternatively, investors happy with the
dividends could instead buy them
and wait that potential occurrence to play out.

Keith on BNN
Keith will be on BNN’s popular call-in show Market Call on
Monday, July 24 at 5:30 p.m.
Phone in with your questions
on technical analysis for Keith
during the show. Call toll-free at
1-855-326-6266, or email your
questions ahead of time (specify they are for Keith) to marketcall@bnn.ca.
Keith Richards, Portfolio Manager, can be contacted at
krichards@valuetrend.ca. He may
hold positions in the securities
mentioned. Worldsource Securities Inc., sponsoring investment
dealer of Keith Richards and
member of the Canadian Investor
Protection Fund and of the In-
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vestment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. The information provided is general in nature and does not represent investment advice. It is subject to
change without notice and is
based on the perspectives and
opinions of the writer only and

not necessarily those of Worldsource Securities Inc. It may also
contain projections or other "forward-looking statements." There
is significant risk that forward
looking statements will not prove
to be accurate and actual results,
performance, or achievements

could differ materially from any
future results, performance, or
achievements that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements and
you will not unduly rely on such
forward-looking statements.
Every effort has been made to

compile this material from reliable sources; however, no warranty can be made as to its accuracy or completeness. Before
acting on any of the above,
please consult an appropriate
professional regarding your
particular circumstances.
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